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Abstract: Operators of modern mobile networks are faced with significant 
challenges in providing the requested level of service to an ever increasing number 
of user entities. Advanced machine learning techniques based on deep 
architectures and appropriate learning methods are recognized as promising ways 
of tackling the said challenges in many aspects of mobile networks, such as mobile 
data and mobility analysis, network control, network security and signal 
processing. Having firstly presented the background of deep learning and related 
technologies, the paper goes on to present the architectures used for deployment 
of deep learning in mobile networks. The paper continues with an overview of 
applications and services related to the new generation of mobile networks that 
employ deep learning methods. Finally, the paper presents practical use case of 
modulation classification as implementation of deep learning in an application 
essential for modern spectrum management. We complete this work by 
pinpointing future directions for research. 

Keywords: Deep learning, Mobile networks, Mobile data analysis, Network security, 
Drone-based communications, Signal processing, Modulation Classification. 

1 Introduction 
Generation of massive volumes of heterogeneous data is a feature of modern 

mobile networks. In order to classify such data or make predictions or decisions 
based on them, implementation of deep learning (DL) models and algorithms, as 
opposed to traditional machine learning (ML), is advised. This advice is based on 
the complexity of DL models being sufficient to account for the underlying 
complexity of phenomena within the area of mobile networks applications. 
Moreover, performance of deep learning algorithms greatly benefits from the 
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vastness of data available for training, which act as natural regularizers and 
prevent over-fitting [1]. These huge amounts of data, although extending the 
duration of the training process, do not represent fundamental obstacle for the 
successful design of deep learning models. This is due to the inherent scalability 
of the used training algorithms, which typically represent variants of the 
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) method, feeding themselves on small chunks 
of data at each training step [2]. 

By nature, mobile networks generate data which are typically noisy and 
heterogeneous and which exhibit complex spatial and temporal patterns [3]. 
These characteristics go in favor of emphasizing another advantage of deep 
learning compared to traditional ML algorithms, which is the inherent ability of 
extraction of the feature hierarchy from the data of complex structure with inner 
correlations [1]. Human effort needed for manual feature engineering from such 
data would make such an endeavor expensive [4]. 

In addition, greater interest for building and implementing DL models over 
traditional ML in the next generation of mobile networks arises from the fact that 
deep learning provides numerous scalable and effective methods. Modern deep 
learning approaches enable use of unlabeled data for the purposes of extraction 
of useful patterns while mitigating the cost of annotation. The importance of these 
algorithms for the next generation of mobile systems, which also generate semi-
labeled or unlabeled data [3] is also the subject of consideration in this work. 

Deep learning requirements have forced designers of mobile networks to 
consider numerous architectures in order to support new generation of services. 
Various infrastructure models for implementation of deep learning applications 
have been recognized, including cloud, fog, edge and mobile computing 
resources [5]. These computing techniques significantly impact the availability, 
scalability, latency and network communication capabilities of the deep learning 
based applications in mobile systems of next generation. Thus, 5G and 6G 
networks can be augmented using cognitive capacity of DL in different network 
environments. 

This paper identifies the research potential between DL techniques and the 
new generation of mobile networks, by presenting the current state of 
achievements made by implementing DL models in various aspects of mobile 
networks. The main aim of this survey is to showcase how complex problems in 
this field requiring intense computations can be tackled by DL schemes. The work 
presented in this paper is an extended version of our previously published 
conference paper [6]. Structure of this paper is as follows. In the following section 
(Section 2), the principles behind the deep learning models are discussed. Section 
3 focuses on DL architectures and algorithms referenced in the subsequent 
sections. Section 4 presents the areas within mobile networking that have been in 
the focus of DL researchers. A succinct overview of recent advances in these 
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application areas is also provided. Section 5 presents one use case of modulation 
classifications as an application of DL of great importance for spectrum 
management. Section 6 concludes the paper, summarizing the emerging 
challenges and stating future research directions. 

2 Deep Learning Basics 
Deep Learning represents an approach to Artificial Intelligence (AI); more 

specifically, it is a subfield of Machine Learning, a technique that enables 
intelligent agents to improve their performance on a given task with data and 
experience (i.e., to learn) [1]. ML has proved itself as the only viable AI system 
able to successfully operate in complex real-world environments, with explicit 
programming being replaced by the learning process. Deep Learning, unlike 
classical ML which typically relies on the construction of hand-designed features 
for the learning task, automates feature design process in a consistent way. It 
serves as a paradigm for the creation of algorithms that exhibit great performance 
and flexibility, owing to the successful representation of the considered problem 
at hand. This representation involves a nested hierarchy of concepts, with 
growing complexity and increasing abstraction level. 

An illustration of relationship between AI, ML and DL is given in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 – Illustration of relationship between Artificial Intelligence,  

Machine Learning and Deep Learning. 
 

The algorithms applied in machine learning can be categorized by the type 
of experience they are allowed to have during training process into three broad 
classes: supervised learning, unsupervised learning and reinforcement learning. 

Supervised learning assumes that, during training, the model is fed with 
labeled data pairs (feature data associated with data labels or targets) in order to 
learn a desired mapping from feature data to data labels. Unsupervised learning 
works without the labeled data by learning useful properties of the structure of 
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data it is presented with. Within the deep learning context, unsupervised learning 
usually means that the whole probability distribution that generated input data is 
being learned. Combination of labeled and unlabeled data in a single dataset is 
also possible and represents an input for the so-called semi-supervised learning. 
Reinforcement learning (RL) does not experience a given input dataset, but 
instead assumes algorithms that interact with the environment, changing the 
environment’s state and receiving rewards for the actions taken. The goal of RL 
is to design an action plan for the algorithm which would maximize an expected 
cumulative reward obtained in interaction with the environment [7]. It is safe to 
say that usage of deep learning and neural network models as function 
approximation tools, forming what is known as deep reinforcement learning 
(DRL), has brought a renaissance of its kind to the field of RL. 

The prototypical example of a deep learning model is the feedforward deep 
neural network, or the so-called MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP). With its history 
connected to biological neurons and synapses, MLP architecture is built by 
stacking layers of neurons, and connecting them by weighted links. The resulting 
set of weights represents the set of parameters to be found in accordance with the 
given task. Therefore, the training process is aimed at configuring these network 
parameters (e.g. in a way that would ensure that the set of wanted inputs maps to 
the set of wanted outputs [8]). Within this context, the term “deep” when followed 
by neural network actually refers to neural networks with a (sufficiently large) 
number of hidden layers. It should be noticed that other multilayered structures, 
beside deep neural networks, such as deep random forests [9], deep Gaussian 
processes [10], etc., depending on the researchers, may (or may not) be 
considered part of the deep learning architectures spectrum. 

MLPs assume all-to-all connections between neurons in adjacent layers (the 
so-called fully connected layers). This approach, although very popular in the 
past [11], suffers from problems arising from its high computation requirements. 
This issue becomes important when training deep architectures, especially when 
dealing with high-dimensional inputs such as images. As an alternative, the so-
called Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are widely used today [12]. They 
adopt several restrictions on the architecture that allow for a more appropriate 
treatment of spatially correlated structures such as images and for a significant 
reduction in the number of parameters (weights). Namely, each neuron is 
connected to a small part of the adjacent input layer (neuron’s receptive field), 
and groups of neurons share the same sets of weights (corresponding to the so-
called convolution filter weights). CNNs have achieved extraordinary 
performance in imaging applications, with their state-of-the-art results even 
surpassing human-level performance in image classification tasks. 

Although contemporary Deep Learning algorithms often draw strength by 
leveraging large labeled datasets, there exists a corpus of algorithms that focus 
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on unsupervised learning techniques and on generalizing from small datasets. 
One of the most famous examples is a structure called Deep Belief Network 
(DBN) [13]. A DBN is made of a stack of Restricted Boltzmann Machines 
(RBM), a type of energy-based undirected graphical models which include a 
visible layer and a hidden layer in which each unit can only assume binary values. 
The efficient training of DBNs by the strategy called “greedy layer-wise pre-
training” has served as one of the key impulses in the past for the resurgence of 
interest for the DL paradigm within AI research community. 

One of the most popular unsupervised learning structures are Auto-Encoders 
(AEs), representing an emulation of the copying process between their inputs and 
their outputs over multilayered structure between them. This structure is 
performing dimensionality reduction in the process, aimed at learning 
representations of lower level than the inputs [14]. Variational Auto-Encoders 
(VAEs) represent AEs with a probabilistic twist, which enables them to generate 
novel data samples that are similar to the inputs [15]. 

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) generalize forward signal flow in MLPs 
to structures with feedback loops, so that their current states depend on the inputs 
as well as on the (temporally) previous states of the network. In that way, neuron 
states can be considered as memory units, comprising an architecture with a 
potential to successfully model sequential data [16]. Unfortunately, these 
networks failed in practice to fulfill the performance expectations when they 
needed to learn long-term dependencies over the sequences. This main drawback 
was a consequence of vanishing/exploding gradients phenomenon present in the 
training process. In order to overcome this issue, the authors of the so-called Long 
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks introduced special units essentially trying 
to keep constant gradient flow, in addition to gating mechanisms controlling the 
memory processes [17]. In [18] the authors proposed networks with Gated 
Recurrent Units (GRUs), representing, roughly speaking, light and trimmed 
LSTM alternative, showing that complex architecture of LSTMs may not be 
necessary for obtaining state-of-the-art results. More recently, the focus when 
working with sequential data has been more and more shifting from RNNs to the 
so-called Transformer models [19]. Transformers heavily rely on the Attention 
mechanism [20], which weights the data depending on its importance within a 
specified context. RNNs can also benefit from the introduction of the Attention 
mechanism, but they have one significant disadvantage: feedback connections 
make them inherently unparallelizable, and thus much less convenient in terms 
of training on very large datasets. 

Many deep learning models have great problems when applied on the 
adversarial data examples (inputs obtained by applying carefully chosen small 
perturbations to original data), outputting a wrong answer with high confidence 
[21]. This phenomenon has motivated a research which has resulted in a 
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framework called Generative Adversarial Network (GAN). GANs assume two 
networks (generative and discriminative) in a game theoretic setting, where 
discriminative network aims to differentiate synthetic from natural data, while 
generative network aims to generate synthetic data appearing as natural as 
possible in order to fool the discriminative network [22]. The two networks are 
trained simultaneously, which often represents a significant difficulty since 
gradient-based training methods are not very suitable for the seesaw-like GANs’ 
training process. 

It is worth noting that most of the mentioned architectures have been trained 
or used by researchers both as part of supervised, unsupervised or reinforcement 
learning, depending on the desired outcome or the functionality and performance 
of the implemented scheme. A brief overview of features of machine learning 
approaches is given in Table 1. 

Table 1 
Overview of features of machine learning types. 

 Machine Learning type 
feature Supervised  Unsupervised Reinforcement 

premise learns by using 
labelled data 

trained by using 
unlabelled data 

interaction with the 
environment 

problem type classification, 
regression clustering, association exploitation, 

exploration 

purpose calculate outcome discover underlying 
pattern 

learn a series of 
actions 

data type labelled unlabelled not predefined 
supervision yes no no 

algorithms 

Nearest Neighbour, 
Naive Bayes, 

Decision Trees, 
Linear Regression, 

Support Vector 
Machines, Neural 

Networks… 

K-means clustering, C 
- means clustering, 

Association Rules… 

Q-Learning, 
SARSA, Deep 

Adversarial 
Networks... 

application forecasts, risk 
evaluation… 

anomaly detection, 
recommender 

systems... 

vehicular control, 
healthcare, gaming… 

3 Deep Learning Architectures for Mobile Networks 
Conventional mobile communication systems do not provide considerable 

computing resources for data-driven and deep learning applications. The next 
generation of mobile systems will rely on the following requirements: (a) ultra-
low latency (smaller than 1ms); (b) very high communication speed (>1Gbps); 
(c) low energy consumption; (d) high reliability and service availability [23]. In 
order to meet criteria for the practical implementation of Big Data and ML 
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applications in the fifth generation of cellular networks, new network 
architectures are required.  

The standard service-driven architecture in 5G networks is based on the 
cloud implementation. All services, access, transport, core functions and 
intelligent data analysis are running in the remote data center referred to as the 
Cloud. This facility coordinates multiple services that require high computing 
power with latency-aware resource control. Hence, data processing for deep 
learning applications (e.g. augmented reality on smartphones) in remote cloud 
data centers cannot meet real-time requirements. In addition, a large number of 
devices (smartphones, Internet of Things (IoT) devices, tablets, wearables) might 
affect the quality of service/experience (QoS/QoE) for users when 
simultaneously using massive data-driven applications (e.g. deep learning based 
video models) [24]. 

In order to better support intelligent applications relying on deep neural 
networks, distributed cloud standards such as fog computing and mobile edge 
computing (MEC) have been recognized for addressing real-time analysis, 
scalability, throughput and energy requirements. These standards bring the 
computational processing power, storage and network resources closer to the end 
user and data sources in mobile systems. In contrast to the centralized approach, 
fog computing is an edge-driven concept providing faster responses in data 
processing tasks and higher quality in the distributed cloud environment hosted 
on local servers closer to the end-user than the central Cloud servers. Fog nodes 
extend and complement the cloud concept through distributing heterogeneous 
resources and managing them in a decentralized way, often acting as filters or 
pre-processors for the cloud-intended content. The fog computing paradigm has 
influenced different intelligent services based on deep learning techniques in the 
next generation mobile systems such as anomaly detection [25]. MEC plays a key 
role in introducing ML and Big Data applications in the next generation mobile 
networks. Unlike fog architecture which extends the edge of the network, MEC 
resources are located within the edge of network (even closer to the devices than 
the fog and cloud, e.g. base stations). This architecture has shown to be a 
cornerstone together with ML algorithms and software-defined networks (SDN) 
for practical implementation of intelligent services within multi-tenant cellular 
networks. Deep learning models running on the MEC can be used to address 
different problems such as prediction of number of users in base stations [23], 
traffic prediction [26], channel state information estimation [27], fault detection 
for providing low latency and reliable communication [28], cache optimization 
for mitigating challenges in transporting the big volume of data [29, 30], anomaly 
detection in the network traffic [31] handover prediction for avoiding errors and 
improving user experience [32], resource allocation [33]. Fig. 2 presents the 
network layers and the entities involved in Cloud, Fog, Edge and Mobile 
computing concepts.  
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Fig. 2 – Overview of Mobile, Edge, Fog and Cloud computing. 

 
Recent innovations have enabled deployment of deep learning models on the 

end devices known as mobile computing. While previously described computing 
paradigms rely on the cloud resources, machine learning on-device is a technique 
which can process data locally. Mobile computing provides quick response time, 
improved data privacy and lower communication bandwidth, but requires special 
hardware architectures such as mobile graphic processing units and field 
programmable gate arrays integrated on end devices (i.e. smartphones, laptops, 
wearables). Nowadays, many platforms have been used for running deep learning 
application on end devices such as TensorFlow Lite, PyTorch Mobile, Mobile AI 
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Compute Engine, Paddle Lite, Core ML, etc. Deep learning on end devices has 
the potential to create different services related to augmented reality, security, 
personal health assistance, biometric data analysis and user activity recognition 
[34]. Bringing AI capabilities to end devices has targeted them as an important 
platform for future machine learning projects. 

4 Deep Learning Applications in Mobile Networks 
DL is applied in many aspects of mobile networking. Various methods of 

implementation of DL techniques are viewed by researchers as ways of dealing 
with the issues seen at the physical, MAC and network layers of future cellular 
networks [35]. DRL alone has seen implementations in applications of network 
access and adaptive rate control, proactive caching and data offloading, network 
security and connectivity preservation, traffic routing, resource scheduling and 
data collection [36]. The text that follows describes the aspects of mobile 
networking which have seen advances and significant benefits by implementation 
of deep learning. Such aspects of mobile networking, as identified in this paper, 
are shown in Fig. 3. Figs. 4 – 12 will present the lists of references named in this 
paper related to the areas of interest shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3 – Subject areas in mobile networks that have seen  

implementation of deep learning applications. 
 

4.1 Mobile data analysis 
A great number of entities originating from and associated to mobile 

networks present storage points of various, usually huge amount of data. This 
data can be found in sensors and applications on end devices, user profiles, end 
user devices themselves, radio information, call records, network performance 
indicators, metadata of infrastructure elements, etc. All of this makes mobile 
networks a true source of big data, which is partly stored in the cloud and partly 
stored at the network edge. Based on this location of data, mobile network data 
can be categorized into a group of network-level data and application-level data 
[37]. 

Network-level data 
Users’ changing behavior is part of the reason for spatial and temporal 

variations in network-level data [38]. It is exactly this feature that makes such 
data good basis for the user mobility analysis and public transportation planning 
[39], as well as for the network analysis and management. 
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Network-level data are also used to make network state predictions. Such 
predictions mean the use of historical measurements or other related data in order 
to estimate certain network performance indicator or traffic requirement. In line 
with this, authors in [40] employ MLPs and objective metrics such as average 
user throughput, number of active users in a cell, average data volume per user, 
and channel quality indicators as their inputs to demonstrate high fidelity of 
Quality of Experience (QoE) parameter prediction. Deep learning is also applied 
with the goal of forecasting mobile traffic on a city-scale by using spatio-temporal 
correlations of geographic mobile traffic measurements [41]. Spatial features 
extracted by AEs are further processed for temporal modeling by LSTMs in order 
to provide a definite forecast of the traffic load of a certain cell by authors in [42]. 
The performance of thusly proposed setup is superior to that of more classical 
approaches such as Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) models 
or Support-Vector Machines (SVM) when tested on real-world datasets. Deep 
learning applied to CNNs and LSTMs also shows accuracy higher than ARIMA 
when employed by some authors ([43  46]) in order to forecast mobile traffic. 
Inspired by techniques of image super resolution, authors in [39] have 
investigated the possibility of combining CNNs with GANs so as to achieve very 
fine granularity of prediction of network-wide mobile traffic consumption. They 
used coarse-grained measurements in a setting aimed at measurement overhead 
reduction and have achieved improvement in measurement granularity of up to 
100 times in experiments with real-world datasets. 

Another area of research interest of deep learning applications related to 
network-level data is mobile traffic classification. Authors in [47] employ and 
compare several deep network combinations, including AEs, CNNs, RNNs and 
LSTMs, in the task of network traffic classification based on spatial and temporal 
features extraction. Encrypted traffic classification has been attempted using 
MLPs, CNNs and LSTMs in [48]. Authors in [49] propose a 1D CNN for the 
same goal and establish it to be a promising architecture because of its reduced 
complexity. Treating mobile data as images has enabled the use of CNN 
structures for the purpose of malware traffic identification in [50]. Within that 
context, representation learning inherent to CNNs has proved itself helpful in 
classifying unusual patterns which represent malware traffic. Further advances in 
application of deep learning for the purposes of spatio-temporal data mining is 
only to be expected due to the rise of importance of location based services. 

Call Data Register (CDR) is only one of the reservoirs of network-level data 
in a mobile network. Mining of this data can transform it into information. Being 
well suited to sequential data analysis, RNNs are employed to estimate passenger 
density in a metro system by considering user trajectories from streamed CDR 
data as location sequences in [51]. CDR data can also be used for user’s gender 
and age estimation, as is illustrated in [52], where authors employ CNNs for these 
purposes. 
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Fig. 4 – Overview of references in the field of network-level data analysis. 

 
Application-level data 
We call the data collected from various end user devices in a mobile network 

– application-level data. It only makes sense to use end user devices themselves 
for collection and preprocessing of such data as they are the carriers of all the 
sensory equipment used to produce said data [53]. Sensors appearing on modern 
day end devices include cameras, GPS sensors, accelerometers, but can also 
include health or body function monitors. These sensors produce heterogeneous 
data which can be collected through crowd-sourcing schemes in order to be 
further analyzed. User preferences, communicational patterns and mobility 
information can be obtained from such data as the data reflects the user profile 
and thus the user behavior [54]. The potential for use in user targeted marketing 
systems as well as recommender systems is obvious. There is a specific challenge 
related to extraction of useful patterns from end-user sensing devices without 
raising some concerns related to user privacy. This issue represents an ongoing 
research and debate topic. 

In general, application-level mobile data analysis can be implemented using 
two approaches. One approach is cloud-based computing and the other is edge-
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based computing; differences between the two arise from different localizations 
of the actual object performing the computing. While in cloud-based computing 
the inference is done in a cloud and the results are sent to edge devices, in edge-
based computing, edge devices themselves deploy the models and perform 
related calculations locally. 

Application-level data is used in mobile health applications in which 
physical condition of the users or their surroundings caught by the appropriate 
sensors are analyzed in order to warn disabled persons (i.e. with hearing 
disabilities) of dangerous situations [55]. Other applications employ deep 
learning networks to perform user lifestyle classification based on information 
captured by the sensory information of end-user devices, or to perform edge-
based health monitoring. 

 
Fig. 5 – Overview of references covering the area of  

mobile data analysis of application-level data. 
 

The area of pattern recognition has attracted a significant level of interest and 
application-level data is used there for either activity recognition or object 
classification. For the purpose of object recognition performed on mobile devices 
some researchers [56] investigate the possibility of employing CNNs. Comparing 
the task performance metrics on mobile platform to those achieved on GPUs and 
CPUs, authors demonstrate the possibility of successful mobile device 
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implementation of such a platform. The field of activity recognition in the context 
of deep learning encompasses a wide range of topics: human activity is 
recognized by offline analysis of datasets gathered by accelerometers and 
gyroscopes on smart phones in [57], data collected by sensors on smart watches 
is performed using RBMs in [58] and a virtual “X-ray” machine based on radio 
frequency signals analyzed by a 4D CNN framework is designed for the purpose 
of for human pose recognition in [59]. 

Another attractive field of interest of researchers related to application of 
deep learning techniques that make use of application-level mobile data is 
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR). Researchers in [60] deploy a specific 
architecture within a context of CNNs and use multi-microphone devices set in 
noisy environments to facilitate ASR. A novel deep learning framework is 
suggested in [61] in order to perform multi-task audio sensing. Algorithms 
deployed on smartphones show great accuracy while performing the tasks of 
ambient scene analysis, speaker identification, emotion recognition and stress 
detection, and achieving high runtime, memory and energy efficiency in the 
process.  

4.2 Mobility analysis 
Processes of urban planning, public service provisioning, and network 

resource management could profit greatly if networks would properly utilize the 
data of movement patterns of individuals and groups that can be extracted from 
mobile network data. Deep learning techniques are well suited for such mobility 
analysis, due to their inherent ability to extract spatial dependencies in sequential 
data. This quality is used by authors in [62] where they model the joint movement 
patterns of a large group of people and vehicles on a city-wide scale by employing 
LSTM networks. Deep RNNs for short-term mobility forecasting have been 
applied in [63], based on a real-world deployment dataset, showing accuracy 
superior to traditional shallow approaches. Application of stacked LSTM model 
as a recurrent deep learning architecture, within the Control/Data Separation 
Architecture (CDSA) is considered in evaluation of the holistic cost of data-
driven handover prediction in [64].  

 
Fig. 6 – Overview of references covering the area of  mobility analysis. 
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4.3 User localization 
Real time individual user positions are required for location-based 

applications and services in mobile network environments. This positioning 
becomes even more required with the deployment of new mobile networks of 
fifth generation and beyond. These networks encompass location-based IoT 
services which can range from targeted advertising to individual users in malls, 
through finding doctors and patients inside hospitals to localizing firefighters in 
a building or structure of interest. In [65] authors propose a machine learning 
model for a new deep learning-based co-operative architecture implemented for 
improving 3D localization in a 5G IoT environment. While the area of indoor 
localization does take the majority of research interest, some researchers deal 
with outdoor localization in cellular networks. Authors in [66] try to learn an 
MLP of the correlation between the cellular signals and the location of the users 
and they obtain geo-tagged received signal strength information by using crowd-
sensing schemes.  

 
Fig. 7 – Overview of references covering the area of user localization. 

 

4.4 Network control 
Improvements to the standard reinforcement and imitation learning 

processes achieved by incorporation of deep learning paradigms, thus exploiting 
its powerful function approximation abilities, opened up new horizons to 
applications in network control, an area known for its complexity. Besides 
reinforcement learning and imitation learning, network control also applies the 
so-called analysis-based control. Unlike the reinforcement and imitation learning, 
analysis-based approach to control does not output actions directly, but rather 
provides an agent with useful information extracted from the available data for 
further actions. 

Important part of network control processes is network optimization, 
focusing on management of network resources toward improving overall 
performance of the entire network. In [54] authors propose big data driven 
framework for network optimization which analyzes mobile as well as network 
data and predicts spatial and temporal changes in the network resource 
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requirements. This enables network operators optimal allocation of radio 
resources which leads to efficient fulfilment of user demand. Traffic load 
predictions at base stations in ultra-dense networks performed by employing 
LSTMs are used by authors in [67] to dynamically change the resource allocation 
policies in order to avoid congestion. Deep RNNs are used for traffic prediction 
in dynamic spectrum assignment within mobile networks in [68]. Distributed 
power allocation schemes enabling implementation in large networks and real-
world scenarios applicable to 5G networks based on Deep Reinforcement 
Learning (DRL) have been developed in [69]. Also based on DRL, the notion of 
powering the small base stations on or off for the purpose of power consumption 
reduction in ultra-dense networks (UDNs) has been treated in [70]. 

Network operation under adversarial circumstances also represents an 
interesting research topic. Authors in [71] propose anti-jamming DRL algorithm 
to tackle the issue of communication in unknown dynamic adversarial 
environments. When the algorithm is applied to the proposed recursive CNN with 
only limited prior knowledge of the environment and raw spectrum information 
as input, the performance of such an arrangement outperforms the reference deep 
Q-network setting. 

Heterogeneous nature of modern and future mobile networks brings about a 
set of diverse requirements for quality of service that a single network needs to 
fulfil. One of the ways that networks tackle this issue is virtualization in the form 
of network slicing. Network slicing is the separation of the network into several 
virtual parts, each of which is designed and optimized to fulfil a certain service 
requirement. Authors in [72] propose a DRL-based scheme and the appropriate 
architecture for network slicing optimization in order to control allocation of user 
requests for network slices.  

 
Fig. 8 – Overview of references covering the area of network control. 
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4.5 Edge caching and computation offloading 
In order to support the demand of mobile applications for processing power 

and data access, modern mobile networks employ both computation offloading 
as well as data caching at their edge resulting in an improvement quality of 
service (QoS) and overall energy efficiency. Edge caching of frequently 
requested content is employed to shorten latency and relieve the network 
backbone link of excessive traffic loads. Authors in [29] use DRL and try to 
maximize the long-term cache hit rate for cache replacement decisions within a 
single base station, which, as an edge node, serves content to multiple mobile 
users. Offloading of computational tasks from the user equipment by employing 
resources at the edge of the network is considered in both single server [73] and 
multi-server environments [74] by using DRL to minimize long-term expected 
cost of the arrangement. 

 
Fig. 9 – Overview of references covering the area  

of edge caching and computation offloading. 
 

4.6 Network security 
With almost ubiquitous presence of modern mobile networks, occurrences 

of malicious attacks and information leakage are nothing short of expected. The 
functionality which deals with these challenges and with general protection of 
network resources and entities from unauthorized access is network security. 
Such an important function is accomplished by implementation of a combination 
of software and hardware resources in intrusion detection systems, firewalls and 
anti-virus software. Such cyber security systems and resources of today employ 
deep learning in both the unsupervised and the supervised form. Undesired 
signatures and patterns from previous experience are easily recognized by 
supervised learning platform, thus enabling detection of future attempts of 
intrusion. Unsupervised learning platforms, on the other hand, enable 
identification of patterns which clearly differ from regular and expected network 
behavior. However, as the security systems improve, so do the activities of the 
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attackers, as they can also employ deep learning schemes for their benefit. This 
antagonism then resembles the game between generative and discriminative 
networks in GANs.  

Network events that fall out of the category of ordinary or expected behavior 
might indicate an attack, so the research at the infrastructure level of network 
security goes in the direction of identifying such events. Network traffic can 
accurately be categorized using stacked AEs [75], which, when combined with 
MLPs, can be used for feature selection and extraction [76]. AEs are in the focus 
also in [77], where they help the detection of abnormal usage of the spectrum. 

Issues of botnets in modern mobile networks and smartphone malware are 
addressed at the software level of network security. These threats can be detected 
and analyzed by using deep learning schemes. RBMs trained on both labeled and 
unlabeled mobile applications data are used in [78] to classify Android malware. 
Some approaches detect malware by means of analysis of certain essential 
application features. To this end, DBNs can be used to extract the malware 
features and SVMs to classify the applications quickly and with high accuracy as 
the authors demonstrate in [79]. Malware can also be detected by CNNs. In [80] 
CNNs are fed disassembled byte-code of an application as an input text for 
analysis from which they can learn to detect sequences indicative of malware. 
LSTMs and MLPs are shown in [81, 82] to be able to detect botnets through 
extraction of features from behavior of mobile botnets. 

Preservation of user privacy is also a concern of network security. In this 
aspect, deep learning can be employed to ensure privacy is not breached in the 
use of data for the processes of training and evaluation of the used models. 
Partitioning of deep learning scheme to run partly in the cloud and partly on 
mobile devices, whereas the feature extraction is performed locally on the mobile 
device and the classification is performed in the cloud, is demonstrated to ensure 
strong enough guaranty of privacy [83]. 

As mentioned, deep learning networks can be employed not only to 
safeguard, but also to attack networks. Researchers in this field have used DL, 
especially on GAN architectures, to enact cyber-attacks aimed at compromising 
private user information and predicting passwords. Authors in [84] try to perform 
side channel key recovery attacks using various deep learning architectures. Deep 
learning based methods, when compared to other template machine learning 
attacks, prove to be better suited to break the unprotected or protected 
implementations of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). One interesting 
research [85] shows that the list of active applications run on a smartphone can 
be very accurately guessed by the CNNs using only data on orientation and data 
from a magnetometer. Research further shows that in case data from motion 
sensors is also used, the accuracy levels rise to 98%, thus posing a potential threat 
to user privacy. However, injection of Gaussian noise to the used data is shown 
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to reduce inference accuracy significantly, which does mitigate the user privacy 
threat. 

 
Fig. 10 – Overview of references covering the area of network security. 

 

4.7 Drone based communications and vehicular networks 
Implementation of 5G networks of today has brought about conceptual work 

on the mobile networks beyond 5G (B5G), including the sixth generation (6G) of 
mobile networks. These networks are envisaged to offer further more capacity 
expansion, both in the terms of ultra-high throughput, as well as in the terms of 
ultra-low latency, so as to deliver new services like haptic applications, 
augmented and virtual reality, vehicular networks, etc [86]. One in a set of new 
technologies that will shape the future of new mobile networks, besides THz 
communications, programmable meta-surfaces, backscatter communication and 
tactile internet are drone-based communications. 

Several operational scenarios that include the use of unmanned aerial 
vehicles (UAVs) or drones have already been developed for implementation in 
future networks. There are several ways that drones are seen to play a part in 
wireless communication of tomorrow. They can be Cellular-enabled Drones 
(CEDs), operated as user equipment (UE) that can be deployed in high risk 
applications of mining, oil and gas, transportation, surveying and monitoring, etc. 
In other applications, drones can be Wireless Infrastructure Drones (WIDs), 
which extend network capabilities by either extending capacity or coverage or 
both. Based on their functionality WIDs can be Drone base stations, Aerial Relays 
or Aerial Backhaul for Cellular Networks [87]. 
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Control of UAVs is one of the major applications of ultra-reliable low-
latency communications (URLLC) [88]. A novel framework based on DRL 
aimed at provision of model-free URLLC in the downlink of an orthogonal 
frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) system is proposed in [89]. 

Besides drone based communication, ML, and DL especially, is seen as a 
promising technology to deal with several aspects of Vehicular Networks that are 
developed as part and alongside 6G mobile networks – vehicular communication, 
vehicular networking and vehicular security [90]. 

 
Fig. 11 – Overview of references covering the area  

of drone based communication and vehicular networks. 
 

4.8 Signal processing 
Signal processing domain, mostly the area of Multiple-Input-Multiple-

Output (MIMO) processing and modulation, is proven to be fertile ground for 
application of DL techniques. They can help optimize performance of MIMO 
systems based on environmental conditions. Research in [91] shows that MLP 
based networks, when considered as possible estimators of transmitted vectors in 
a MIMO channel, achieve high accuracy while requiring relatively small 
computation. CNNs as well as MLPs are also used by researchers for channel 
estimation and signal detection purposes. 

The notion that control of transmit power of base stations by using non-
iterative neural networks can prevent inter-cell interference is discussed in [92]. 
It assumes that a neural network estimates the transmit power optimal for the 
transmission of every packet, and simulations confirm the performance to be 
better than that of a belief propagation algorithm that has been commonly used. 

Application of DL in network physical layer design is investigated by 
researchers in [93]. They consider incorporating a deep AE into a single-user end-
to-end MIMO system, in which the transmitter is formed of MLP followed by a 
normalization layer. Channel is presented by a Gaussian noise layer and another 
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MLP forms the receiver. Such an AE system is shown to considerably outperform 
the alternative Space Time Block Code approach in the experiment. 

Ever-increasing demand for resources by the new 5G and IoT networks poses 
a significant challenge to the spectrum utilization [94]. For the purpose of 
spectrum management, spectrum sensing schemes, as well as signal recognition 
mechanisms gain considerable interest [95]. Wireless signal recognition (WSR) 
usually means modulation recognition (MR), or automatic modulation 
classification (AMC), and wireless technology recognition (WTR). 

When the task of modulation classification is concerned, CNNs have been 
shown to provide satisfying accuracy. However, tests show that DL platforms 
employing LSTMs are the best candidates for performing this task. In the chapter 
that follows, we will present a use case of modulation classification based on such 
DL platforms. 

 
Fig. 12 – Overview of references covering the area of signal processing. 

 

5 Deep Learning-based Modulation Classification Use Case 
In this section, we shall present one solution to a very popular problem of 

modulation classification of radio signals using deep neural network models. This 
task is well suited for showcasing different DL architectures and their advantages 
over shallow ML approaches. DL methods allow for the so-called “blind” 
temporal learning, wherein time samples of the signals are directly fed into the 
network. We shall train our models on publicly available time series dataset 
RadioML2016.10a [96] and build upon some of the existing results ([97, 98]) to 
offer a more comprehensive comparative evaluation of different DL models as 
well as an insight into the possibility of improving these results by ensemble 
averaging. 

The problem we are solving is modulation recognition among 11 possible 
modulation types in the dataset of complex (with real and imaginary parts) time-
domain signals 128 samples long. Based on the dataset, we differentiate between 
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20 signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). The 2×128 vectors are fed as inputs to different 
DL models which are trained as convenient end-to-end solutions. We use Google 
Colab’s TensorFlow framework and Keras library for designing and training our 
models. We compare performance of the following neural networks: 

– Baseline convolutional model (labelled as CNN), with two convolutional 
layers consisting of 64 1×3 and 16 2×3 filters, respectively, followed by a 
fully connected layer with 128 units before a softmax layer. The model 
uses dropout regularization layers with 0.5 probability in between the 
aforementioned layers.  

– Deeper convolutional model (labelled as CNN_deep), with four 
convolutional layers consisting of 256 1×3, 256 2×3, 80 1×3 and 80 1×3 
filters, respectively, followed by a fully connected layer with 128 units 
before a softmax layer. This model also uses dropout regularization layers, 
similarly as the previous model.  

– Deeper convolutional model with an LSTM layer (labelled as 
CNN_deep_LSTM), with four convolutional layers consisting of 128 1×3, 
64 2×3, 32 1×3 and 16 2×3 filters, respectively, followed by an LSTM 
layer with 64 units and a fully connected layer with 128 units before a 
softmax layer. The dropout regularization layers are also used.  

– Deeper convolutional model with an LSTM layer and ensemble averaging 
(labelled as CNN_deep_LSTM_ens_cons), which represents an ensemble 
of three CNN_deep_LSTM models, each trained on a different augmented 
dataset of same size as the original one, obtained by time domain 
approaches of window cropping combined with flipping [99]. The final 
results are obtained by averaging the individual softmax results; the 
averaging procedure can be efficiently distributed in the case of a large 
number of models used in the ensemble by an ad-hoc consensus algorithm, 
following similar line of thought as in [100]. 

 

The obtained results are given in Fig. 13. We show the top-1 classification 
accuracy on test data (30% of the original dataset) for different models and 
different SNRs of the modulated signals. It can be seen that the introduction of 
the LSTM layer improves the classification performance and that ensemble 
averaging can further increase the accuracy. We have also experimented with a 
network with residual layers but were unable to successfully tune its parameters 
that would give comparable performance results. In order to obtain a better insight 
into the performance, we show the confusion matrix for the classification results 
of the ensemble model in the case of the highest SNR in Fig. 14. It can be seen 
that the obtained results are very good and that further improvement is possible, 
since e.g. QAM16 and QAM64 signals are relatively often mistaken for each 
other, as are WBFM for AM-DSB.  
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Fig. 13 – Performance comparison of different deep learning  

models with respect to different SNRs. 

 
Fig. 14 – Performance of CNN deep_LSTM_ens_cons model  

with respect to different modulation types. 
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It is to be emphasized that our intention has been only toward showing the 
potential of the DL approaches in applications related to cognitive radios. The 
obtained results clearly show the benefits of using DL models, since the manually 
designed features based on advanced signal processing techniques combined with 
standard ML models [97] have been shown to have inferior performance. 
Therefore, DL approaches currently present themselves as one of the primary 
tools for radio signals classification. 

6 Conclusion 
This paper provides a comprehensive overview of main ideas of DL concepts 

in new generation of mobile networks. In addition, we present architectures for 
the implementation of applications and services in mobile networks. Our idea is 
to provide information and help researchers and practitioners in designing new 
generation of services in mobile environments based on deep learning techniques. 
As advantageous as deep learning techniques may be in several named areas of 
mobile networking, some drawbacks do restrict its applicability. Deep learning 
models are known for low interpretability and require massive volumes of data 
for training. 

However, besides the well-known application of deep learning in creation of 
massive datasets of high quality, we see other rising areas in which deep learning 
is seeing implementation. Because of the importance of location based services, 
advances in the field of application of deep learning for the purposes of spatio-
temporal data mining can be expected. Due to the emerging idea of drone based 
networking and vehicular networks as part of next generation of ubiquitous 
mobile networks, we foresee a rise in contributions of deep learning research to 
both network and vehicle control applications. Due to the proclaimed notion of 
omnipresence of future mobile networks, we expect the extension of efforts of 
deep learning applications in areas of fog and edge computing, as well as network 
security and signal processing. 

As a practical use-case scenario related to the latter, and in order to 
investigate the efficiency of deep learning compared to more traditional setups, 
we have shown through simulation, that, when applied for the purpose of 
modulation classification, implementation of a deep CNN model with an LSTM 
layer and ensemble averaging significantly improves the results obtained by using 
shallower neural network schemes. 
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